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Abstract

Internal improvements for Skanska AB - A working
method for Group Support Unit IT

Lovisa Lindblad

The Group Support Unit IT on Skanska AB has an issue concerning how
improvement of their business should be done. Improvement efforts have been
worked on before but there is still no functioning working method for the group.
Through the feasibility study, the lack of working method was discovered, which led
to the bachelor thesis mainly presenting a suggestion for working method, to help the
group improve their business. To examine the area and find the most suitable working
method, the current situation regarding improvement efforts was studied and
important success factors have been identified.  

The study has been performed as a case study, using methods as interviews, a survey
and observations to collect data. The data has later been analysed in connection to
relevant literature. The study has a qualitative purpose of collecting data, analysing
data and later suggesting a working method for improvement efforts. 
The current situation concerning improvement efforts in Group Support Unit IT was
examined through the themes of goalsetting, kanban as a tool, management and
feedback and general idea of improvements. Through the study, success factors were
identified as management and structure (with subcategories). These areas are
presented as the most important factors for a successful improvement method. 

A suggestion of working method for improvement efforts is presented through the
model of Principles – Methods – Tools. Methods, such as Policy Deployment and
Process Management is suggested to create common goals for the group to work
towards, and a clear structure to perform improvement according to. Further, tool
such as Kanban and Cause-effect diagrams are also presented. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 INTRODUCTION  
Skanska Group is one of the leading construction companies in the world. The company is 
working within four major business streams including Construction, Residential Development, 
Commercial Property Development and Infrastructure Development. The company was founded 
in 1887 and have today 43 000 employees working in four geographic markets (Skanska AB, 
2017c). 

Skanska AB is the parent company of Skanska Group, managing the Group-wide strategies and 
initiatives for the company, through Group Support Units. The Group Support Units (GSU) work 
in areas of IT, H&R, Finance, Communications and more. For an example, GSU HR are 
responsible for  People Strategy and GSU Communication are responsible for corporate 
communications and the Skanska brand (Skanska AB, 2017a). 

Group Support Unit IT 
Group Support Unit IT (GSU IT) is a group within Skanska AB responsible for business 
applications and corporate IT-Infrastructure. The group leads, coordinates and supports IT-
initiatives within Skanska Group (Skanska AB, 2017b). All IT-initiatives are managed as 
projects, following the project management office presented below (Employee, 2017b). 

The Project Management Office contains:  
 Project portfolio management 
 Project methods, processes and tools 
 Project guidelines and governance 
 Knowledge sharing and support  
 Project resources  

 Project managers 
 Business analysts 
 Project support (IT-architects, IT-security, IT-infrastructure, IT-procurement) 

The project portfolio management is defined as in Figure 1 below:  

 
Figure 1: Project portfolio management map for GSU IT  

(Employee, 2017b) 
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1.2 BACKGROUND  
Currently, being a group of circa 20 employees, GSU IT have grown a lot the last years, making 
it hard to keep up with the needed development of working methods within the group. In 
connection to the result of the Employee Survey of year 2016, GSU IT managers decided to make 
an effort to identify improvement areas within the group.  

On a group conference, a workshop was held to discuss the results of the employee survey and 
find solutions to suggested improvement-areas, as well as identifying other areas of improvement 
within the group. The identified improvement tasks were organized in a Kanban-board and two 
employees took the responsibility of managing the board (Employee, 2017a). The identified 
improvement tasks were thereafter placed in the Kanban-board and the structure was build trough 
the steps of new, committed, doing and done. This was the structure set up for improvements 
within the group.  

Based on the feasibility study, made in preparation for this bachelor thesis, problems, needs and 
goals were identified for the area of how GSU IT should work with improvements. The largest 
issue was identified as a lack of working method for improvement efforts resulting in a choice 
from the author, to improve this area through the bachelor thesis.  

1.3 PURPOSE AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
The purpose of the bachelor thesis is to give a suggestion of how the working method for 
improvement efforts in Group Support Unit IT, Skanska AB can be improved.  

 What is the current situation of improvement efforts within GSU IT and what success 
factors can be identified? 

 According to quality development methods, how could a working method for 
improvement efforts be designed?  

1.4 DELIMITATIONS  
Delimitations that have been made during the bachelor thesis have been to not search for 
completely new tools and methods to use for improving the business of GSU IT. Since the group 
have used the tool of Kanban, which mainly comes from Lean Management, other methods and 
tools within Lean could be used. The study could have focused on how the whole group of GSU 
IT could work more from a Lean perspective and develop the group on several levels. The study 
has instead been limited to finding a suitable working method for improving the business, where 
the existing tool of Kanban can be used.   

Aspects as willingness to change and the maturity of the group could also have been studied 
more. The willingness to change has lightly been studied but these areas could have taken a major 
part of the study. With more focus on this area the bachelor thesis would have taken another path, 
that of course would have been helpful for the group in the steps towards improving their 
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business. On the other hand, the issue discovered in the feasibility study was the lack of working 
method, therefor, the study has focused more on finding practical solutions for that.   

Through the study, many discussions about  Personal Goal-plan have taken place. An 
issue of how the group should handle individually bonus-driven goals have been discussed during 
the study and the interviewees have had ideas such as making the personal goals transparent to 
the others in the group by putting them in the Kanban board and so on. This area has been taken 
in to consideration through the formulation of the bachelor thesis, but the area has not been 
included in the bachelor thesis. Many other issues have been discovered during the study that are 
more urgent to handle, and finding a method for. 
Personal Goal-plan will not be included in the bachelor thesis, but instead left to the group to 
handle.  

1.5 LIMITATIONS 
The study made, is only affecting the Group Support Unit IT within Skanska AB. This means that 
the developed working method is only affecting the improvements of this group. The study has 
only taken thoughts of the employees of GSU IT, into consideration through the study and the 
working method is not supposed to be implemented in other groups, at least not at this stage. 

1.6 ASSUMPTIONS  
Description of words: 

 Working method  based on the feasibility study, the overall method needed for 
improvement of GSU IT business.  

 Improvement efforts  the work with improving the business of GSU IT 
 Improvement tasks  specific tasks (placed on Kanban board) that should be improved 

2 THEORY 

2.1 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

2.1.1 Total quality management  
Bergman and Klefsjö (2012, p. 421) presents a Swedish version of Total Quality Management (in 
Swedish; offensiv kvalitetsutveckling) as a management system, guiding organizations towards 
continuous improvements. Bergman and Klefsjö (2012, p. 38) sees Total Quality Management 
(TQM) as principles, methods and tools combined to reach high customer satisfaction with a low 
use of resources.  

Management is important within TQM and the quality management needs to be built on a 
complete support from managers. Managers should also be responsible for establishing the 
guiding goals for improvements and be role models for continuous development of the business 
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(Bergman & Klefsjö, 2012, pp. 38-39). The engagement from managers, is one of the important 
cornerstones of total quality management. Bergman and Klefsjö (2012) have created a 
cornerstone-model for total quality management, as follows.  

 

Figure 2: The cornerstone-model 
 (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2012, p. 40) 

2.1.2 Principles  Methods  Tools 
Total quality management is a management system based on the cornerstone-model above. As a 
management system (in Swedish; ledningssystem) total quality management is built on 
principles, methods and tools. Isaksson (2016, pp. 5-6) describes that with a set of principles, 
methods and tools, an organization can be led towards a work with continuous improvements.  

Principles represent the values of the organization and the idea of how the organization should act 
towards its employees, customers etc (Isaksson, 2016, p. 6). Principles of an organization could 
be focus on customer, base decisions on facts and work towards continuous improvements. The 
cornerstone-model above, is an example of principles an organization can work towards.  

Methods represent the idea of what methods should be used, to follow the principles of the 
organization, while performing daily work tasks (Isaksson, 2016, p. 6). Methods can be process 
management, benchmarking and Lean or Six Sigma (that are improvement programs) with ideas 
and guidelines describing how the organization should work.  

Further on, tools are a practical help towards methods and principles (Isaksson, 2016, p. 6). 
Templates for how meetings should be performed or how decisions should be made are tools that 
support the idea of the methods. Other tools can be different types of charts/diagrams and 

 that can be followed concerning certain work task.  

2.1.3 Herzberg  Motivational theories 
Herzberg (Jacobsen & Thorsvik, 2014, pp. 242-243) was a psychologist, that researched the 
perceived motivation and comfort at workplaces. Through the study he researched, what made 
employees satisfied and motivated and discovered that the solution was not always, to fix the 
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actual problem. Instead the solution was to meet the needs of the employees through 
motivational- and hygienic- factors  

 

Figure 3:  (Jacobsen & Thorsvik, 2014, s. 242) motivational- and hygienical factors  
 

2.1.4 Policy deployment  
Policy deployment (in Swedish; måldelning) is a method for dividing missions, purposes and 
large goals into smaller, more specific goals that are viable (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2012, p. 445). 
To be able to fulfil the vision of the organization, it is important to have clear goals that are easy 
to work towards (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2012, p. 445). Policy deployment basically means dividing 
the overall organizational vision to goals and later on dividing the overall goal into smaller goals, 
suitable for the employees to work towards. A main idea of policy deployment is the involvement 
of the employees. Policy deployment should go from managers to employees and from 
employees to managers. The idea is that the employees that will perform the work tasks 
associated with the goals, should also be involved in the definition of the goal and be able to 
influence on how the goal should be reached (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2012, p. 445).  

Bergman and Klefsjö (2012, pp. 447-448) presents a suggested procedure for policy deployment: 

1. Formulate the vision of the organization  
2. Create long- and short-term goals 
3. Collect data and perform analysis to create an annual plan 
4. Create annual plan  
5. Determine target values 
6. Communicate annual plan 
7. Perform annual plan in daily work 
8. Evaluate regularly  
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2.1.5 Process management   
Ljungberg and Larsson (2012, p. 166) refers to process management as activities for 
introducing and maintaining daily and continuous -management, -use and -development of a 
process . When using process management as a method, Bergman and Klefsjö (2012, pp. 463-
464) has developed a process as follows:  

 

Figure 4: Process management  
(Bergman & Klefsjö, 2012, p. 464) 

The first step of process management is presented as initiating and planning the process. This 
step contains assigning the owner of the process as well as the process group. Further, limitations 
of the process needs to be established (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2012, pp. 463-464). The second step 
of process management is the definition of the process (the doing part). Here mapping of the 
process should be made and the customer and suppliers needs to be identified. In the third step, 
observations and controls should be made. Therefor measurement points should be set, controlled 
and analysed continuously. When measures have been made and potential development areas 
been detected, improvements should be done. By following the process management map, and 
improving the process whenever an issue is detected, the process can become a continuously 
improving process.   
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2.1.6 PDCA  

 

Figure 5: PDCA-cycle  
(Bergman & Klefsjö, 2012, p. 46) 

Plan  Do  Check  Act is a classical quality method built on the idea of starting every project 
by structuring and preparing the main activities of the project. Thereafter the main activities of 
the project can be performed to reach previously set goals or to create value for the organization, 
customers or others (Ljungberg & Larsson, 2012, pp. 340-341). Evaluating the results of made 
changes are the next step of the PDCA-cycle and should be done to be able to improve the project 
but also to learn more about the project. Lastly the step of acting aims on making needed changes 
that have been discovered in the evaluating phase. Ljungberg and Larsson (2012, p. 342) mean 
that evaluation, learning and feedback should be integrated in every process, and not only when a 
process fails.  

2.1.7 Cause-effect diagram 
Cause-effect diagrams are created to sort out causes and effects of a problem. The diagram was 
invented by Ishikawa (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2012, p. 242) in connection to an improvement 
program and aims on identifying causes of a problem, in several steps. Bergman and Klefsjö 
(2012, pp. 242-243) explains how the identified causes later should be divided into additional 
causes. This way, the real reason for the problem can be found and later, solved. The cause-effect 
diagram should be done in several steps, mapping the main causes together with a lot of smaller 
causes of the problem. Bergman and Klefsjö (2012, p. 243) suggests, asking the question why? in 
five steps, this helps mapping the problem and identifying its main causes.  
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Figure 6: Cause-effect diagram 
 (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2012, p. 243) 

2.1.8 Kanban  
Kanban is a practical planning tool used in Lean Management. The purpose of Kanban is to make 
planning of projects etc. more visual, using a board and post-its to visualise projects and get an 
overview of ongoing projects. The visual look of the Kanban board gives a clear and easy 
structure, communicating the statuses of the projects. Within Kanban, four core principles are 
rooted (LeanKit Inc, 2017). 

 Visualize work 
 Limit work in process 
 Focus on flow 
 Continuous improvement 

 

Figure 7: Kanban board  
(LeanKit Inc, 2017) 
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2.1.9 SMART-Goals 
To be able to reach the purpose of the business, goals needs to be set. Goals are usually set for 
areas that needs to develop, to be able to reach the purpose and mission of the company. Both 
short-term and long-term goals are important and the goal should be measurable and clear to 
contribute to a successful achievement (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2012, pp. 438-439).  

 Specific  Use words that indicates a direction: increase, decrease, improve, develop. 
 Measurable  Create proper measurements for the goal, such as time and money.   
 Attainable  Performing employees needs to be involved in goalsetting. 
 Relevant  Realistic preconditions for the achievement of the goal. 
 Time-bound  Time frames should be realistic and made by the performing employees.  

2.2 PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
Renberg (2006) describes in her master thesis opment of work with continuous 

 (a case study at Akzo Noble Surface Chemistry, Production Surfactants), how a 
method for continuous improvement is needed in the business unit of Production Surfactants. 
Continuous improvements are needed to increase the business units standing on the market, and 
competition towards competitors. The study aims on finding a suggestion for a working method 
with the help on identifying success factors and identifying deficiencies (Renberg, 2006).  

Through the study, the author compared three success factors, identified from literature, with the 
situation of the company. The success factors compared were will and engagement for 
improvements, the existence of needed prerequisites for continuous improvements and the 
existence of goals and expectations. The lack of prerequisites was the success factors identified as 
in need of improvement for Production Surfactants. The infrastructure and responsibilities within 
continuous improvements were later identified as areas in need of improvement (Renberg, 2006). 
To create an infrastructure for continuous improvements, the author suggested an improvement 
organization including:  

 Improvement groups  roles and responsibilities  
 Process orientation  integrating improvements in everyday work 
 Improvement coordinator  management of the improvement work 
 Improvement cycle  checklist for how improvements should be performed 
 Management commitment  set good examples for improving the business  
 Follow-up and feedback  clear direction towards the goals of the business unit 

3 METHOD   
A qualitative research method has been chosen for this study. Qualitative studies aim on 
collecting data through communication with people (Denscombe, 2016, p. 344). Because the 
study aims on suggesting an improvement, it is suitable to examine the process that should 
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improve. This has been done through interviews, a survey and observations to get an insight of 
the process and to get to know the group and the opinions of the people involved.  

An inductive data-collection method has been used, meaning the data was first collected and later 
on analysed, to correspond to the research questions (Davidson & Patel, 2011, p. 23). Through 
the research, the thoughts, experiences and ideas of the employees have been collected and used 
as the basic data for the study. The data has later been compiled to show the current state of the 
situation and analysed to identify success factors. After that the author has formulated a 
suggestion of a working method for improvements that corresponds to the needs and 
shortcomings identified during the study. 

The study is also formulated as a case study, researching and developing a specific and limited 
research object (Denscombe, 2016, p. 92). The case study gives a chance of researching the 
situation deeply and gives the ability to investigate the dynamics of the group, and how they work 
together. The case study contributed to the possibility of getting a deep and wide insight of the 
research object but has not contributed to a generalisability of the study. This, however, has not 
been the aim for the study, because of its specific limitation of finding a working method for 
improvements suitable for the specific group. Denscombe (2016, p. 104) mentions that defining 
the limits of a case study can be hard, which the author has experienced.  

3.1 DATA COLLECTION METHOD 
Interviews have been performed with the managers of the group and employees responsible for 
managing improvement in GSU IT. A semi-structured method was used during the interviews, 
meaning, the researcher had a list of questions, but was flexible with what subjects were 
discussed during the interviews (Denscombe, 2016, p. 266). The interviews were a good method 
to get information of the managers ideas and thoughts concerning the improvement of GSU IT.  

Through an employee survey, the  thoughts and experiences was researched. A 
questionnaire was created to collect data about some areas of interest for the study (Denscombe, 
2016, p. 239). The questionnaire was formulated with a set of questions, mostly including 
response options to give a clear result and to identify common factors of opinions in the group.   

Observations were also made during the time of collecting data. Participatory observations were 
performed to get an insight in the daily work tasks the employees of the group (Denscombe, 
2016, p. 293). The observations gave an insight in the projects and assignments that the 
employees of the group have, but turned out to not be related to the research for the study.  

Literature has been studied through a large part of the research, to analyse the finding from the 
data-collection. Literature is used to proof connections and relationships between reality and 
theories (Denscombe, 2016, p. 319). This study has mainly used course literature as theory to 
compare and connect findings from the research. The course literature is considered as a 
trustworthy source because the authors have long experiences in the areas of quality and 
leadership etc. Further on, previous research has been used based on a study, like this one, to find 
similarities and differences and to compare the used data.  
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3.2 DATA ANALYSIS 
When data had been collected the information from the interview was transcribed and 
summarised (Denscombe, 2016, pp. 384-385). A choice of summarising the data was made to 
reduce the working hours, but also because the author believed the data would not change its 
character, and therefor sorted out irrelevant data from the beginning. Results from the survey 
were compiled in an Excel document, where all results and comments were presented and 
patterns were identified. Charts were later created to be able to present the data in the bachelor 
thesis. Later, a brainstorming was performed, where different results from the survey and 
interview were connected to each other and compiled into relevant themes. The themes identified, 
gave an opportunity to further analyse the reasons to why certain responses had been given. The 
responses, themes and correlations, identified, were later analysed in comparison to relevant 
theories, as seen in the analyse below.    

3.3 RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY 
The reliability of the study depends on the ability for the employees to answer the survey again, 
and giving the same answers the next time (Davidson & Patel, 2011, pp. 103-104). The questions 
formulated for the interviews were based on a few themes, that were identified in the feasibility 
study. When formulating the research questions and the survey, the aim has been to understand 
the opinions and experiences of the employees. Of course, the formulation on questions can 
affect the answer given. To prevent this, questions were neutrally formulated with emphasis on 
how, why and what. These words give the research object a possibility to formulate its own 
answer. Through the questionnaire response-options were made to lead the employees to 
understand what type of answer that was requested. Some questions have been without 
alternatives, which has given the employees the possibility to answer the question based on their 
perception of the question. This gave the result of mixed answers and showed that some 
questions were interpreted differently. Therefor the reliability of the data cannot be a 100% 
guaranteed, but many actions have been done to prevent the variation in responses without 
affecting the answers of the questions.  

The validity of the collected data has been based on the issues detected in the feasibility study. 
Areas as lack of engagement, work-descriptions and commitment were identified and categorized 
in to the areas of leadership, goals and view of improvement efforts etc (Davidson & Patel, 2011, 
p. 103). This categorization has given a wide picture of the reasons for the current situation. The 
questions have given a wide range of possible reasons for the issues the group experiences and 
the results have identified a few of these as main causes.  

3.4 ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
Through the collection of data, ethical considerations as anonymity, confidentiality and 
objectivity have been considered. In the performed interviews and survey the research objects 
have had a chance to decide if they wanted to participate in the study or not. To ensure the 
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anonymity of the research, data have been anonymised during the compilation of the data. 
Fictional names have also been used in the bachelor thesis to not reveal the identity. The 
company of Skanska have agreed on not keeping the information about the organization 
confidential. Therefor such information is presented in the bachelor thesis. Through the study, a 
respect for the participants have existed. Denscombe (2016, p. 433) mean that truth, justice and 
the future benefit of the research is good ethical considerations for a study. During the research, a 
presentation was held for the group, presenting the purpose of the study and the benefits of 
performing the study. This gave the employees an insight of why and how a study was 
performed, and it was also good, in regard to gaining trust and objectivity.  

4 EMPIRICS 
The following results has been collected and compiled through interviews and a questionnaire, 
answered by the managers and employees of GSU IT. The study has investigated the areas of:  

 Goalsetting  
 Kanban as a tool 
 Management and feedback   
 General idea of improvement efforts 

4.1 GOALSETTING 
General reasons for why GSU IT want to improve their business is to strive towards continuous 
improvements and to reduce the shortcomings and gaps in methods that create inefficiency. 
Goals, presented by the responsible employees concerning improvement efforts are: 

 Becoming better as a group by developing and improving working methods 
 Meet the wishes and needs of the employees  
 Create transparency within the group, where areas in need of improvement easily can be 

communicated to the employees and where the employees also can communicate their 
ideas of improvements to the managers.  

To examine the management of goalsetting for improvement efforts, a question of whether there 
are any goals at all for improvement efforts, was asked. The answer can be seen in Figure 8, P. 
13.  
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Figure 8: The experience of goalsetting within the group  
(Made by the author, based on the results of the survey) 

The result shows a variation in result where 50% of the employees believes and experience that 
there are pre-set goals concerning improvements, and 19% believes that there are not.  
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4.2 KANBAN AS A TOOL  

 

Figure 9: Opinions of the tasks on the Kanban board  
(Made by the author, based on the results of the survey) 

When asked about the current tasks on the Kanban-board, many answers showed that the tasks 
are unclear and vague but also structured. The stack called  mostly contain comments as 

or .    

The employees were also asked , resulting in 
answers as useful, visual and good. 25 % of the employees also answered that their limited 
experience of the tool made it hard to comment on the question.  
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Figure 10: Experiences of the tool of Kanban 
(Made by the author, based on the results of the survey) 

Through interviews, managers and other employees (responsible for managing the Kanban-
board) presented advantages with the tool as intuitive and overlooking , while disadvantages 
were no problem solving  and yet another tool to use , together with low knowledge of how 
the tool should be used . Identified needs of the Kanban-board is clarify the general idea of 
performing improvements , clarify each task  to make it easier to work with and clarify what 
results an implemented improvement will give .  

Other needs identified were:  

 Describe each improvement task more clear  
 Instructions and documentations on how improvements should be taken care of 
 Clarify decision-making, what decisions should be made and where? 
 Adjust work level to create a balance between operational- and developing work tasks 
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4.3 MANAGEMENT AND FEEDBACK 

 

Figure 11: Managers demonstration of the importance of improvement  
(Made by the author, based on the results of the survey) 

Do you experience that management demonstrates the importance of 
 was asked, the answer showed a high result on 5, in a scale of 

1-10 (10 being the highest). Further the employees were asked how managers motivate the 
employees to work with improvements, which mainly resulted in answers as 

 and Other comments concerning management of improvement 
efforts were a  and a need of .  

Recognition from managers and colleagues around implemented changes gave results as We get 
 and 

on meetings  

Requested feedback after finished improvements were identified as:  

 Seeing improvements being implemented and having an impact on the business 
 Recognition, thanks and celebration  
 Feedback of if the improvement works as planned  
 Constructive feedback, how to perform better next time 
 Result in saved time and efficiency  
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4.4 GENERAL IDEA OF IMPROVEMENT EFFORTS 

 

Figure 12: The  feelings of working with improvements 
(Made by the author, based on the results of the survey) 

In a multiple-choices question, the employees were asked to mention how they felt about working 
with improvements. The feelings of important, fun and developing for GSU IT were represented 
as the most popular feelings.  
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Figure 13: The perceived importance of improving the business  
(Made by the author, based on the results of the survey) 

When the employees answered a question, concerning their experience of how important 
improvement effort is within GSU IT, the answer was high. On a scale of 1-10 (10 being the 
highest), many answered 7 and 10. Comments on why improvements are important was mainly 
described as a way of becoming more efficient and productive and following the business 
development. Since the group work with IT, they also believe that it is important to have efficient 
structures and processes to be able to follow the development of technology.  
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Figure 14: The perceived engagement in improving the business  
(Made by the author, based on the results of the survey) 

On the question concerning how engaged GSU IT is in internal improvements the results, on the 
other hand, were variating. Many thought the engagement was on a level of 4, but also on al level 
of 2, 5, 7, 8 and 9.   
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Figure 15: The  thoughts of the importance of improvements 
(Made by the author, based on the results of the survey) 

When the question  was asked, the answer 
showed high results. On a scale from 1-10 (10 being the highest), many answered a 9 and 
explained that it is important to feel that you do a good job and develop personally at work. 
Further, development of the organization and efficiency in work tasks, in general, was explained 
as reasons for why improvements are important.  
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Figure 16 below shows the amount of time employees of GSU IT spend on improvement each 
month, versus how much time they are willing to spend.  

 

Figure 16: Time spent on improvements in the group  
(Made by the author, based on the results of the survey) 

5 ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION  
The analysis and discussion below, will be based on the research questions, created for this 
research. The empirics will analyse the different aspects of the current situation of improvement 
efforts and suggest a working method. The research questions used are: 

 What is the current situation of improvement efforts within GSU IT and what success 
factors can be identified? 

 According to quality development methods, how could a working method for 
improvement efforts be designed?  

5.1 ANALYSIS OF THE CURRENT SITUATION AND SUCCESS FACTORS 

5.1.1 The current situation  
Goalsetting  
As shown in chapter 4.1  Goalsetting, above, the employees of GSU IT have different views of 
whether the group has any common goals for improvement efforts or not. The result showing 
50%, thinking they do, and 19% . The rest of the employees  know if 
there are any common goals for improvement efforts. As described above, GSU IT has an 
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ambition to work with improvements but no plan for how it should be done. Improvement areas 
have been identified and a tool have been chosen to manage the tasks, but there is no goal ahead 
describing how or why the improvements are being done.  

group. Goals are a description of a future state that the improvement efforts should strive 
towards. Properly formulated goals can work as guidelines and motivation for the employees, and 
help the group towards fulfilling the purpose of improving (Jacobsen & Thorsvik, 2014, pp. 29-
30). Bergman and Klefsjö (2012, p. 436) describes how successful businesses, with high quality, 
have had an engaged and involved management. The engagement of the managers is important, 
to give clear directions of what should be done, and how. Employees and even managers describe 
a lack of leadership as a reason to why improvement efforts have not been done.  

Kanban as a tool 
The Kanban-board gave a mixed result during both interviews and the survey. The tool of 
Kanban, used within GSU IT, is perceived as good, structured and useful. But many employees 
do not know how to use the tool while working with an improvement. The lack of structure in the 
tool can be identified here and is a problem that needs to be taken care of. Management and 
communication can be a reason for this. Managers are responsible for creating a working method 
for improvement efforts, but that has not been done. Bergman and Klefsjö (2012, p. 399) says 
that managers must strongly engage in the development of their business and mark the fact that 
improvements must be done. This means managers must be responsible for communicating the 
importance of improvement efforts to the employees as well as creating a structure for the 
working method. The lack of structure and method for how to use the tool of Kanban, is an area 
that needs to be addressed before other improvements can be done.  

Also, the tasks on the Kanban-board have been described as unclear and hard to take on. As with 
the tool of Kanban, the tasks need to be more clearly defined, and a structure for how the tasks 
should be worked with, needs to be established. Interviews showed that decision-making was an 
area in need of improvement. Jacobsen and Thorsvik (2014, p. 257) describes that the quality of 
decisions, depend on the instructions that have been communicated. This can show a lack of 
instructions concerning how the improvements tasks should be managed as well as poor 
communication from the managers of the group.  

Management and feedback  
When it comes to management, employees of GSU IT believe that managers variate in their 
demonstration of the importance of improvements. As mentioned above, management have not 
been managing the group towards a functional method, for the improvement of GSU IT. The 
managers themselves must create an engaged environment where the employees get inspired to 
improve the business. Herzberg (Jacobsen & Thorsvik, 2014, p. 243) means that motivational 
factors for a person is for an example; responsibility for work tasks, development and 
recognition. Clear goals and instructions for the method of improvements can also be important 
factors for the managers, to be able to establish a well-functioning development of the group.  
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General idea of improvement efforts 
Employees of GSU IT believe that improvement efforts are important, fun and developing for the 
group. The group experience improvements as important for GSU IT but does not experience the 
engagement in improvements as high. A lack of structure and method for the improvements can 
also be a factor to why the group seems interested in improving their business, but there still is no 
engagement in doing it. Once again, management, structure and engagement are factors that are 
missing in the work towards a developing group.  

Through the time of collecting data, the challenge of prioritising normal work tasks with the 
personal (bonus related) goal-plan and improvement efforts for the group has been discussed a 
lot. The balance between these tasks is hard for the employees to manage and they think 
managers should take responsibility to manage what should be done, when and how.  Figure 15, 
p. 20 also shows that most of the employees are interested in improvements and find them 
important for the business. They are also willing to spend more time improving the business, than 
they do today. This will of improving the business is something the management of GSU IT 
should take advantage of. Managers should pay attention to suggestions and show the employees 
that they care for their will of improving and developing the business (Jacobsen & Thorsvik, 
2014, p. 243).  

The current situation of improvement efforts can be described as a bit confused. There is an 
ambition in the group to improve but, the current working method has not been clear enough to 
drive the improvements of the group. Employees are confused, managers are not spending 
enough time on improvements and the Kanban board is unclear. 

5.1.2 Identified success factors  
Through the empirics and the analysis above, areas in need of improvement have been discussed 
and analysed. Interviews and an employee survey, focused on questions concerning goals, 
management, Kanban (both as a tool and as a method) and the groups idea of improvement, have 
been performed. In the analysis, the results from the interviews and survey have been analysed to 
identify problematic areas that needs to be taken care of before the actual improvement of the 
business can take place. In the feasibility study, the working method was identified as a reason 
for why improvement has not taken place. This analysis has focused on identifying the reasons 
for why the previous working method was not working.  

Success factors that have been identified are mainly management and structure. Management 
includes the  role in the implementation of a working method for improvement. The 
managers need to be involved and responsible for the improvement efforts in the group, they also 
need to contribute to employee involvement (Renberg, 2006, p. 51).  

Structure is the other success factor identified. Renberg (2006, p. 50) mean that a structure and 
process to work from is an important part of the infrastructure of improvement efforts. Routines 
concerning how improvement tasks should be managed and the structure of the Kanban board, 
needs to be created to give a well-functioning working method.  
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The suggested working method below, will be based on the identified success factors, and follow 
the structure below:  

 Management  
 Responsibility 
 Engagement  
 Overall goals 

 Structure  
 Kanban board 
 Management of tasks  

Through the study and analysis of the current situation of improvement efforts, management and 
structure was identified as the largest success factors. This means, these two areas need to be 
improved and worked with, to create a functioning working method. The current working method 
thereby has a lack of management and a lack of structure, which has prevented the development 
of the process.  

5.2 SUGGESTION OF WORKING METHOD 
The base of a successful quality management lies in the combination of principles, methods and 
tools (Isaksson, 2016, pp. 4-5). A process needs principles to work towards, methods for how to 
work and suitable tools to be successful. Therefor this model called principles, methods and tools 
(in Swedish called principer  arbetssätt  verktyg) will be the starting point in the new working 
method for improvements within GSU IT.  

Of course, GSU IT have had an established working method before this study was made, thought 
it did not work due to the lack of management and structure. Therefor the following suggestion 
will present how GSU IT can work, through the establishment of principles, methods and tools. 
In this situation, the model of principles, methods and tools will be applied on the improvement 
effort of GSU IT.  
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Figure 17: A suggestion of principles, methods and tools for improving the business  
(Made by the author, with inspiration from Isaksson, 2016, p. 5) 

5.2.1 Principles  
Bergman and Klefsjö (2012, p. 422) describes principles as the values of the situation. In this 
case, the situation is the improvement effort of GSU IT. Principles should describe important 
values connected to the improvement efforts of GSU IT. Methods and tools always have to 
support the principles of the organization, to maintain the culture of the company. In the same 
way GSU IT have to create principles to work towards and a set of methods and tool that 
corresponds to the principles.   

Suggested principles for GSU IT improvement efforts are: 

 Management responsibility  
 Work with processes 
 Focus on goals 

5.2.2 Methods 
Management responsibility  Policy deployment  
Many employees of GSU IT find management a problem-area. It is clear, that managers need to 
step up and take responsibility for the development of the group. The principle of management 
responsibility can be handled through the method of policy deployment. Policy deployment is a 
process used to define and communicate goals in the organization, both from managers to 
employees and the other way around (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2012, p. 445). Policy deployment is 
described further in the theory above. The method aims on giving shared goals, between 
managers and employees and creates engagement and involvement within the group.  
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Through policy deployment GSU IT can create a few goals to work towards, for improvement 
efforts. The goals should not be improvement tasks that needs to be taken care of, it should be 
goals that gives a meaning to working with improvements and that guides the employees forward. 
Goals should communicate the meaning, importance and purpose of improvements. The desire of 
a future state should be presented in the goals.  

Goals could be:  

 Becoming better as a group by developing and improving working methods 
 Meeting the wishes and needs of the employees  
 Creating transparency within the group, where areas in need of improvement 

easily can be communicated to the employees and where the employees also can 
communicate their ideas of improvements to the managers.  

Work with processes  Process management  
The lack of structure shows a need of clearly defined processes to work with. Renberg (2006, p. 
50) mean that a process structure can contribute to giving the employees a guidance to improving 
the business and in the long run, contributing to the possibility of making improvements a part of 
the daily work. Process management is a method that strives towards continuous improvements. 
Through the steps of organizing-, understanding-, observing- and improving the process, GSU IT 
can get a structure for improvement efforts (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2012, pp. 463-464). As 
presented in the theory above process management contains a process of steps including 
assignment of ownership etc.  

Process management will help GSU IT to get a clear structure for the actual improvement tasks. 
Decision-point and details such as ownership, delimitations and measurement-points are included 
which contributes to a clarified structure. Engagement can increase if the employees have a clear 
structure to work with and managers can easily appoint the process owner.  

Work with processes  PDCA 
PDCA is an improvement cycle based on the steps of planning, doing, checking and acting 
(Bergman & Klefsjö, 2012, p. 228). The cycle is a guidance for projects that aims for continuous 
improvements. Just as process management, PDCA gives a structure to follow when working 
with improvement tasks. Process management is also built upon the idea of planning, doing, 
checking and acting.  

A combination between these two methods would give GSU IT a good structure to follow when 
improving their business. By adjusting the process management model, important decision-points 
and measurement-points can be added. The structure of each improvement can be adjusted, 
depending on what decision- and measurement- points there are. A merger of the process 
management model and the PDCA cycle, adjusted to GSU IT improvement tasks can be 
formulated as Figure 18, p. 27 below.   
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Figure 18: A suggestion of process map for improvement tasks  
(Made by the author, with inspiration from Bergman and Klefsjö, 2012, p. 46; 464) 

Focus on goals  Policy deployment  
Further, policy deployment can be used, once again, when identifying the improvement task. 
Studies showed that many tasks also were too large to take on, and hard to define. Before starting 
the actual improvement of the task, some tasks might need clarification. This can be done with 
policy deployment, but on a lower level than for the whole organization. For an example, the 
following steps can be used: 

 Formulate overall-goal  
 Break down the goal in to several, long- and short- term goals  
 Examine process to understand what areas are the most critical  
 Create a time plan for when the different goals need to be reached  
 Perform improvement according to Figure 18 above.  

To formulate a correct goal, the SMART-tool can be used. SMART goals are built on the fact 
that clear goals should be specific, measurable, achievable, relevant and time-bound. Using this 
tool will make the goal easy to follow and work towards.  

5.2.3 Tools 
Policy deployment  Cause-effect diagram 
When using policy deployment to identify goals within GSU IT, a cause-effect diagram can be 
used. The cause-effect diagram is a good tool to break down large goals in to smaller more 
specific goals. The tool aims on breaking down the goal into a few categories, that can be causing 
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the problem. Thereafter, the categories should be broken down, and reasons for them identified 
(Bergman & Klefsjö, 2012, p. 242).  

Process management & PDCA  Kanban 
For the methods of process management and PDCA, combined, the current Kanban-board can be 
used. The Kanban-board is a good tool to visualize and get an overview of ongoing 
improvements. GSU IT can decide how they want to structure the Kanban-board. They can ether 
keep every task in its own board, or they can combine tasks with the same over-all goal in one 
board. It is also possible to create a board for each employee responsible for improvements. The 
author believes it is important to keep the suggested structure in Figure 18, p.27 (process 
management & PDCA) in the Kanban board, too keep the process of improvement uniform. Of 
course, changes can be made in each improvement task.  

The author suggests a set of principles, methods and tools to create a new, functional, working 
method for improvements. Principles suggested are for an example working with processes and 
management responsibility. Further, methods are suggested to find other ways of handling 
improvements, that also matches the principles. Suggested methods, are for an example policy 
deployment and process management. Finally, practical tools are suggested to help the group 
work through the methods, towards the principles. Tools suggested are kanban-board and 
SMART-goals. All of these together will guide the group towards a better functioning 
improvement process, that in the end will improve the business of GSU IT and save time.   

5.2.4 Further suggestions  
To proceed with the suggestions above, GSU IT must consider some further suggestions.  

1. The group must start the improvement of the principles, methods and tools, by deciding 
how the suggestions should be used. Some adjustments in process maps may need to be 
done, and decisions about how the tasks should be presented in the Kanban tool should be 
made.  
 

2. Further, overall goals should be set, together with the employees of the group (policy 
deployment). As mentioned before, the involvement of employees together with the 
establishment of common goals will create engagement to improve the business. 
  

3. To fully commit to the improvement of GSU IT, the author believes that one employee 
should take the overall responsibility to manage the method and continuity of 
improvement efforts (name suggestion: GSU IT improvement manager) (Renberg, 2006, 
p. 47). Processes might need to be developed and goals might need to be changed after a 
while. One employee of the group should have in their work description to manage the 
improvement efforts of the group. This person would also be responsible to follow up on 
ongoing improvements. Follow up meetings should be held once a month, to maintain a 
continuity in improvements. This will drive the employees to work with their 
improvement tasks continuously. On the follow-up meetings, a general check-up can be 
done for each ongoing improvement task. The meetings will be a place where employees 
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can get support and management in their improvements and at the same time share 
experiences and knowledge with each other. The GSU IT managers should also be 
responsible of the establishment of assigning process owners and process groups for each 
improvement.  
 

4. Further, it needs to be decided how feedback should be given after an implemented 
change. The employees wish for feedback concerning the improvements effect on the 
business, but also some constructive feedback and recognition.  
 

5. Lastly, these decisions above, needs to be communicated to the group. Principles, 
methods, tools, overall goals and information about follow-up meetings and feedback 
must be communicated to the group in a face-to-face meeting. The GSU IT improvement 
manager should be responsible for educating the employees, together with the group 
managers. The participation and involvement of the managers is still very important, and 
they need to be as involved as possible to maintain the engagement of the employees. 
Education will be the last important step towards becoming a developing group, for GSU 
IT.  

5.3 CONCLUSIONS 

5.3.1 What is the current situation of improvement efforts within GSU IT and 
what success factors can be identified? 

In the empiricism and analysis above, the current situation of improvement efforts within Group 
Support Unit IT have been discussed. Through the study, the current situation has been defined as 
that there is a lack of goals, the employees do not know why improvements are being done and 
the group does not have a guiding goal to work towards. The employees experience the tasks on 
the kanban board as hard to take on and do not know what to do, and how to handle improvement 
tasks. Further, the management of the group was described low and the employees are not 
motivated enough to improve their business. The managers have to communicate the advantages 
of improving, and motivating the employees. Lastly, research showed that both the group and the 
employees (separately), had a large interest in improving the business, but no improvements had 
been done.  

This current situation of improvement efforts of GSU IT, resulted in the identification of a few 
success factors, that would be needed to improve to solve the issues, mentioned above. The 
success factors were identified as management, including the need of creating engagement, 
responsibilities and overall goals. The other success factor was identified as the need of building 
a structure for the Kanban board and for how to manage improvement tasks.  
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5.3.2 According to quality development methods, how could a working 
method for improvement efforts be designed?  

The suggestion for a working method for improvement efforts in GSU IT consisted of the steps 
of principles, methods and tools. As principles, to work towards, management responsibility, 
working with processes and focus on goals was suggested. Methods to match these principles 
were presented as policy deployment, to create overall goals and process management and 
PDCA-cycle to create a structure for the management of improvement tasks. Further, tools as a 
Kanban-board and a cause-effect diagram was suggested. All these suggestions were made to 
help the group towards improving the management and structure of improvement efforts, to get a 
functional improvement work.  

5.4 PROPOSALS FOR CONTINUED RESEARCH  
In the delimitations above, a few other interesting research areas are presented. these areas could 
be relevant to study for the group of GSU IT to develop their business. On the other hand, if this 
study should be continued, the author would like to look at the  ability to change and fit 
improvements in their schedule.  

This study discovers the process from original plans to current situation and identifies success 
factors that needs to be improved to make improvement efforts work. The suggestion presented is 
an example of how the group, in combination with their earlier plans can focus more on the 
success factors and that way, create better conditions for the functionality of improvement efforts. 
Something that has not taken a large part of the study is the group ability and will to improve. To 
be able to change a group, the group needs to have the right mindset, and be in the right position 
for it. This study has more focused on helping the managers to create the right conditions for the 
employees, to engage in the improvement efforts. A continued research, could examine the 
groups maturity and tendency to accept a change and to go on with the instructions, 
communicated from managers.  

5.5 METHOD DISCUSSION 
The focus of the study has been to examine and understand the difference between the plans and 
ideas for improvement efforts with the experience of what happened. Through the feasibility 
study, it was clear that managers of the group and managers of improvement efforts, had a clear 
image of how the improvement process should work. A tool was decided on and a method was 
created. Even though the method was there, no improvements were done. The author experienced 
that the improvement effort mainly was important for the managers and had not been 
communicated and formulated together with the employees. Therefor the author wanted to 
examine the differences of the managers plans and ideas, with the experiences the employees had 
of the situation. This way, important differences could be discovered and success factors 
identified. 
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The research resulted in a suggestion of principles, methods and tools, that together can create a 
working method for improvement efforts. The suggestion of course, aims on solving the issues 
concerning the success factors, which is believed to also solve the issue of a group, unengaged in 
improvements.  

In combination and comparison with literature and previous research, the results of the study 
have been discussed and analysed. This was done to strengthen found patterns, and define a few 
areas in need on improvement, to making the improvement efforts of the group functional.  

The study has had a large focus on giving the group a practical set of methods and tools to make 
the improvement efforts functional. The author, did on one hand, focus a little too much on the 
practical part, which made the theoretical connection low. In the beginning of the study, the aim 
was to give the group a practical set of process models, checklists and instructions, however, the 
aim was changed in the middle of the study to match with relevant theories. Instead, the study 
continued to focus on what problems that were in the way of a functional improvement effort. 
These are mentioned as success factors and constitutes the ground for the coming suggestion. By 

factors) and the solution of these are what the suggestion tries to solve.   

In the beginning of the study, research questions were not formulated, which made the 
delimitation of the study hard for the author to know. Therefor it took a while before the study 
had a clear goal and a clear way to go. This caused a lot of work in the end on the study and 
might also have made the connection between the collected data and the suggestion a little 
unclear.  
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7 APPENDIX 

7.1 SURVEY QUESTIONS  
1. Shortly describe your role in GSU IT. 

Comment: _________________________ 

 

2. How does a normal working day look, for you? 

Meetings with others 

At the desk  

Unplanned activities 

Other: _________________________ 

 

3. How do you feel about working with improvements? 

Fun   

Important   

Unnecessary  

Time-consuming  

Developing for me 

Developing for the organization  

Unclear  

Must do  necessary  

Others: _________________________ 

 

4. I think the tasks on the Kanban board are: 

Clear  

Structured   

Vague    

Unclear  
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Easy to take on  

Others: _________________________ 

 

5. What do you think about Kanban as a tool? 

Comment: _________________________ 

 

6. On a scale of 1-10, how important is improvement efforts for GSU IT?   

1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10 

Why: _________________________ 

 

7. How engaged (as a group) is GSU IT in the internal improvement work?  

1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10 

 

8. On a scale of 1-10, how important is improvement efforts for you? 

1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10 

Why: _________________________ 

 

9. Are your personal goals for this year connected to improvements? 

Yes 

No  

Describe your goal: _________________________ 

 

10. How do you get information about improvement efforts? 

By email  

Alerts in Kanban-tool 

On a meeting  

Not at all 
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Comment: _________________________ 

 

11. If you have experiences working with improvements in other organizations, please describe 
how you worked.  

Comment: _________________________ 

 

12. Are there any common goals for improvement efforts in GSU IT? 

Yes  

No 

 

 

13. How important is improvement efforts for GSU IT managers? 

1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10 

 

14. How do managers motivate employees to work with improvement efforts? 

Comment: _________________________ 

 

15. How much time do you spend on improvement efforts each month? 

0-4 hours  

4-8 hours  

1-3 days   

4-6 days  

More than 6 days  

 

16. How much time are you willing to spend on improvement efforts each month? 

0-4 hours  

4-8 hours  

1-3 days   
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4-6 days  

More than 6 days 

 

17. How can improvement efforts fit into your schedule? 

Comment: _________________________ 

 

18. How are implemented changes (most of the time) recognized from managers and colleagues? 

Comment: _________________________ 

 

19. What feedback would do you like to get after the completion of an improvement? 

Comment: _________________________ 


